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Our Main Focus

• Defining Writing Skill

• Going Through Differences in Writing for all 
Grades

• Pre-writing Stage Activities and Procedures 
(with examples)

• Paragraph Structure

• Examples from Textbooks



Before we start…
1- It’s strongly recommended to dedicate a whole period for 
having a writing class / exercise.

2- The following material will be concentrating on the writing 
of the intermediate stage.

3- Writing is a skill that should be practised regularly to 
improve it. It has nothing to do with memorizing. 



TASK 1

What is writing? What do you 
know about it?



1- Writing is the process of using symbols (letters of 
the alphabet, punctuation and spaces) to 
communicate thoughts and ideas in a readable 
form.



2- Writing is considered as one of the main four 
skills of a language.



3- Unlike listening and reading, writing is a 
productive skill.
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Grade 6 

One paragraph
Six sentences
Guide words and pictures
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TASK 2

What is the “Pre-writing Stage”? 

What activities do you suggest for this 
stage?



Based on grade 6 WB 

page 79



“Travelling is one of the best activities we can do on holidays ”

In not less than 6 sentences, plan and write paragraph about your “Holiday 

in Dubai” talking about the things you did and places you visited.

You may use the following guide words and pictures

( beautiful – sunny – hotel – visit – really – shopping malls )



First things first
1- Identifying the topic.

“Travelling is one of the best activities we can do on holidays ”

In not less than 6 sentences, plan and write paragraph about your 

“Holiday in Dubai” talking about the things you did and places you 

visited.

You may use the following guide words and pictures

( beautiful – sunny – hotel – visit – really – shopping malls )



2- Brainstorming: based on the topic and 
the provided guide words and pictures

“Travelling is one of the best activities we can do on holidays ”

In not less than 6 sentences, plan and write paragraph about your 

“Holiday in Dubai” talking about the things you did and places you 

visited.

You may use the following guide words and pictures

( beautiful – sunny – hotel – visit – really – shopping malls )



3- Having a brief discussion: Questions 
which are related to the topic and the guide 

words



“Travelling is one of the best activities we can do on holidays ”

In not less than 6 sentences, plan and write paragraph about your “Holiday 

in Dubai” talking about the things you did and places you visited.

You may use the following guide words and pictures

( beautiful – sunny – hotel – visit – really – shopping malls )

\What do 
you think of 

Dubai?

\How was 
the weather?

\What 
places did 
you visit 
there?



“Travelling is one of the best activities we can do on holidays ”

In not less than 6 sentences, plan and write paragraph about your “Holiday 

in Dubai” talking about the things you did and places you visited.

You may use the following guide words and pictures

( beautiful – hot – hotel – visit – really – shopping malls )

A Holiday 
in Dubai

Beautiful 
city

Hot 
weather

Visited 
Khalifa 
Tower

Nice 
shopping 

malls



4- Showing some pictures to discuss 
(recommended for grade 6)



\Where is 
this place?

Have you 
been there 
before?

What can you 
see in these 
pictures?



5- Video clips: Watching a video about the 
topic as a kind of stimulator (optional) 



“Having a healthy lifestyle is very important to live longer”

In not less than 10 sentences, plan and write an article of two paragraphs 

about “Healthy Lifestyle”. Talk about healthy habits and things you should 

avoid to have a healthy life.

Based on grade 8 

book, Unit 1 page 20



“Having a healthy lifestyle is very important to live longer”

In not less than 10 sentences, plan and write an article of two 

paragraphs about “Healthy Lifestyle”. Talk about healthy habits 

and things you should avoid to have a healthy life.

1- Identifying the topic and the two main ideas.



2- Brainstorming: based on the two main 
ideas 

“Having a healthy lifestyle is very important to live longer”

In not less than 10 sentences, plan and write an article of 

two paragraphs about “Healthy Lifestyle”. Talk about 

healthy habits and things you should avoid to have a 

healthy life.



Healthy 
Habits

Healthy 
food

Doing 
exercises

Taking the 
stairs

Healthy 
Lifestyle

Things we 
should avoid

Fizzy drinks

Too much 
TV

Junk food



3- Having a brief discussion: Questions 
which are related to the topic and the two 

main ideas

“Having a healthy lifestyle is very important to live longer”

In not less than 10 sentences, plan and write an article of 

two paragraphs about “Healthy Lifestyle”. Talk about 

healthy habits and things you should avoid to have a 

healthy life.



How can we have a 
healthy lifestyle?

What things should 
we avoid to have a 
healthy lifestyle?



4- Video clips: Watching a video about the 
topic as a kind of stimulator 



5- Showing some pictures to discuss 
(recommended for grade 6)



Before starting writing…



Paragraph Structure

1- A topic sentence

2- Supporting details 

3- A concluding sentence 



Paragraph Structure

There are a lot of things and habit that help us have a healthy 
lifestyle. First, we should have a daily exercise session. We 
should also eat healthy food to keep fit. Taking the stairs is 
also another habits that keeps us healthy. Having enough 
sleep is important if you want a healthy lifestyle.

A topic 
sentence

A sentence that introduces the 
paragraph and gives a brief idea 

about it.



Characteristics of a Topic Sentence

1- Signals the topic and more focused ideas within the 
paragraph.

There are many things we can do to lose weight.

Doing exercises is one of the things to do to lose weight.



Characteristics of a Topic Sentence
2- Presents an idea or ideas that are clear and easy 
to understand.

3- Provides unity to the paragraph ( clarifies how all 
the supporting ideas relate ) 

4- Omits supporting details.



TASK 3

How can you teach your students to 
write the topic sentence?



By referring to the main ideas

“Having a healthy lifestyle is very important to live longer”

In not less than 10 sentences, plan and write an article of two 

paragraphs about “Healthy Lifestyle”. Talk about healthy 

habits and things you should avoid to have a healthy life.

Paragraph 1:

There are several habits that help you have a healthy lifestyle.

Paragraph 2:

There are also things you should avoid in order to have a 
healthy lifestyle.



Paragraph Structure 

There are a lot of things and habit that help us have a healthy 
lifestyle. First, we should have a daily exercise session. We 
should also eat healthy food to keep fit. Taking the stairs is 
also another habits that keeps us healthy. Having enough 
sleep is important if you want a healthy lifestyle.

Supporting 
details

Sentences that follow the topic 
sentence and provide details.



Healthy 
Habits

Healthy 
food

Doing 
exercises

Taking the 
stairs

Healthy 
Lifestyle

Things we 
should avoid

Fizzy drinks

Too much 
TV

Junk food



Paragraph Structure

To have a healthy lifestyle, there also things that we should 
avoid. We should avoid eating junk food like burgers and 
desserts. Smoking can also damage our healthy lifestyle. 
Drinking fizzy drinks is not good for health. It is very important 
to have a healthy lifestyle if we want to live longer.

A concluding 
sentence

A sentence that concludes the 
article. It should be general and 

summarizes the article.



Characteristics of a Concluding Sentence

2- It doesn’t introduce any new

ideas.

1- It reviews the main points mentioned in a 
paragraph.

3- It restates the topic sentence.



Examples of Concluding Sentence

* In conclusion * For this reason

* Finally * As expressed

* In general * Lastly



Ideas for Concluding Sentences

1- Giving a piece of advice / recommendation:

“For these reasons, I advise you to have a daily 
exercise routine”



Ideas for Concluding Sentence

2- Emphasizing the topic sentence (rephrasing the 
topic sentence)

There are a lot of things and habits that help us have a healthy 
lifestyle. First, we should have a daily exercise session. We 
should also eat healthy food to keep fit. Taking the stairs is also 
another habits that keeps us healthy. These were some tips and 
suggestions that help you have a healthy lifestyle. 



Ideas for Concluding Sentence

3- Expressing an opinion.

“In conclusion, I think that the TV is one of the 
most important entertaining inventions ever”



Topic sentences and concluding sentences 
from textbooks

Grade 9, SB 
page 85 



Grade 9, SB 
page 79



Grade 9, SB 
page 74



Grade 8, SB 
page 16



Grade 7, SB 
page 76



Grade 6, WB 
page 55



Grade 6, WB 
page 47
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